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Wood Decks
Exposed wood components deteriorate 
due to exposure. The best long term 
solution is to upgrade to aluminum 
railings and waterproof membranes.  
 

Unprotected wood components have a life cycle 
of up to 15 years or less depending on site 
conditions. Untreated wood decks require 
ongoing maintenance to retain moisture 
resistance. Moisture is often trapped between 
wood layers promoting 
decay, such as in built up 
wood beams or between the 
wood joists and decking. 
Wood end grain naturally 
draws in moisture and can 
be difficult to protect. This is 
why we often see surface 
boards deteriorating first. 
Treated wood decks last 
longer and require UV 
protection and a 
waterproofing agent to 
maximize the deck lifespan. 
Treated wood often splits 
and  knots and checks open up over time. In 
many cases the wood treatment has not 
penetrated the center of the lumber, so the cut 
ends need to be site treated with a wood 
preservative. ACQ or Alkaline copper quaternary 
is a greener, cheaper treated lumber product 
used for building decks in Canada, replacing the    
Chromated copper arsenate (CCA). ACQ 
treatments accelerate corrosion of metal 
fasteners, connectors, nails etc. Galvanized, 
copper or stainless steel fasteners must be used. 
This is why pressure blocking became an 
accepted practice in some areas of connecting 
treated wood decks to buildings. This is where 
hangers / connectors are not used and the joists 
are nailed to the blocks which are secured to the 
building. 

Hot Dipped Galvanized fasteners are required for 
ACQ treated lumber to prevent corrosion shown 
on the right with a dull appearance and not the 
standard zinc electro-plated hardware on the left. 

Painting or staining exterior wood can be a 

frustrating experience. When wood is exposed to 

outdoor moisture it can lift the coating in a few 

seasons. There are several solutions to consider. 

The deck coating should be applied to 100% of the 

wood component (all six surfaces). This seals out 

the moisture and prevents the water vapor lifting 

action. Using a colored waterproofing product 

prevents peeling but does not have the rich solid 

colors. Of course, adding a roof over a deck will 

prevent exposure to moisture and prevent peeling or 

you may choose to go with plastic decking boards or 

plastic caps for railings and fencing. The best 

alternative regarding outdoor decks is vinyl 

membranes with aluminum railings for long term 

durability. 
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